Introduction
From final unification point of view, it is very much essential to couple the universal gravitational constant with the elementary physical constants. Then only the essence of unification can be understood. So far many scientists proposed many interesting models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In this context, the important points to be can be expressed as follows. 1) In any inverse square law of force, system is sustained only by means of the central attractive force and it is the root cause of revolving body's angular momentum. If is confirmed that, revolving body's angular momentum is discrete, then it is a clear indication of the discrete nature of the central force acting on the revolving body. If one is willing to think in this direction, the historical mystery of Bohr's discrete atomic structure and discrete angular momentum can be understood. 2) Note that, as per the basic concepts of final unification, there exists a fundamental unified force from which all the observed forces emerged. If so, magnitude of the unified force can be assumed to be equal to   4 c G . Note that, magnitude of radial inward force acting on any black hole surface [9] is the order of   4 c G .
3) By considering the squared Avogadro number [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] as a characteristic proportionality ratio, the characteristic magnitude of the unified atomic force can be assumed to be   c N G can be assumed to be discrete.
In this paper authors reviewed [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] their published concepts on final unification and proposed different relations for connecting and fitting the Avogadro number and the Newtonian gravitational constant in a unified approach.
The classical limits of force and power
Without considering the current notion of black hole physics, Schwarzschild radius of black hole [9] can be estimated with the characteristic limiting force of magnitude   4 c G . The outstanding problem in particle physics today is the inclusion of gravity in a single, unified quantum theory of all the fundamental interactions. Particle physicists have long suggested that the four observed fundamental forces of nature (the gravitational, electromagnetic, weak nuclear and strong nuclear forces) are separate, low energy manifestations of what was once a single force at times close to the Big Bang. It is postulated that as the universe expanded and cooled, this single force gradually broke down into the four separate interactions as observed today. However, unification theories that seek to unify the force of gravity with all the other forces (Theories of Everything) remain elusive, as the gravitational interaction lacks a quantum formulation.
To unify cosmology, quantum mechanics and the four observed fundamental cosmological interactions -certainly a 'unified force' is required. In this connection   in the following way [18, 19] . Origin of the force  
/
c G may be due to self-weight or internal attraction or external compression or a something else.
If no force (of zero magnitude) acts on the mass content M of the assumed massive body, its radius becomes infinity. With reference to the average magnitude of 4 4 0, 2
, the presently believed Schwarzschild radius can be obtained as
This proposal is very simple and seems to be different from the existing concepts of General theory of relativity.
To derive the Planck mass
So far no theoretical model proposed a derivation for the Planck mass. Two derive the Planck mass the following two conditions can be given a chance.
Assuming that gravitational force of attraction between two Planck particles of mass   P M separated by a minimum distance (r min ) be,
With reference to wave mechanics, let min 2 .
.
Here, P  represents the wavelength associated with the Planck mass. With these two assumed conditions Planck mass can be obtained as follows.
Understanding the strength of any interaction
From above relations it is reasonable to say that, 
Basic concepts on final unification
The following concepts and relations can be given a chance in final unification program. 
It can be called as the Stoney mass [20] . It is well known that , , e c G play a vital role in fundamental physics. With these 3 constants space-time curvature concepts at a charged particle surface can be studied. It was first introduced by the physicist George Johnstone Stoney. He is most famous for introducing the term 'electron' as the 'fundamental unit quantity of electricity'. In unification program, with this mass unit and with a suitable proportionality ratio-characteristic mass of any elementary charge can be generated.
2) Avogadro number is an absolute discrete number and it is having no units like 'per mole'. 
And its discrete form is: is the characteristic nuclear charge radius, qualitatively and quantitatively it is also noticed that, 
and it is possible to show that, 
  
In this way the historical mystery of the discrete nature of electron's angular momentum can be understood in a unified way. 
Understanding and fitting the characteristic nuclear radii
It is noticed that,   
Thus, to a very good accuracy, it is noticed that, 
This can be compared with the presently believed 'strong interaction range'. A very surprising observation is that, 
This can be compared with the presently believed 'rms radius' of proton. This is a discovery and needs further study. From this relation and with reference to the new experimental rms radius of proton [23, 24, 25] 0.84184(67)fm rms R  , magnitude of G can be estimated as follows. 
Geometric mean of the above two characteristic lengths can be expressed as follows. 
This length can be compared with the currently believed 'nuclear charge radius' 1.2 fermi. 
Interesting observation connected with proton-nucleon stability can be expressed as follows. 
where Z and s A represent the 'proton number and 'stable nucleon number' of the atomic nucleus respectively. This is a direct relation compared to the existing stability relation [27] . See the following data. 21 
With   ,
